Blueprint Society

Blueprint Society members have included CAC in their will or trust or as a beneficiary of their retirement or insurance plan. Through the society we thank them for their commitment.

Anonymous
Dean J. Arnold #
Sylvia Dunbeck *
Daniel P. Fitzgerald *
Michael Goldberger
Jan M. Grayson #
Delta A. Greene *
Charles Gurian *
Janet L. Hipp #
Mary Jo Hoag * #
Robert F. Irving * #
Judith Kaufman * #
Henry Kuehn * #
Barbara Lanctot *
Larry Lapidus
Nila Leiserowitz

Larry Lesperance
Alan Lessack *
Edwin C. Nagel
John H. Nelson, FAIA
Jeffrey Nichols *
Lynn J. Osmond * #
Constance A. Rajala *
Gail Satler #
Richard Schnadig
Robert Schubert
Barry A. Sears * #
Penny Shaw
Robin Beth Simon *
Susan Tennant *
Christine Zrinsky

* CAC Docent
# Inaugural Member of the Blueprint Society

List as of 9/6/22